Communication

- There are no telephone lines in the PfBAP camp, however you will have transportation into the nearest village to make phone calls weekly.

- Dr. Trachman’s US cell number is 512-296-6630 and she will distribute her Belize cell number once we are on the ground in Belize.

- Emergency contact information:
  - Do not use these numbers for everyday communication. If extremely urgent contact is necessary, you may:
    - call the Programme for Belize at +011.501.227.5616 and leave a message
    - "501" is the country code for Belize
    - "227.5616" is the local number in Belize
    - fax the Programme for Belize at +011.501.227.5635
    - "501" is the country code for Belize
    - "227.5635" is the local number in Belize
  - Email
    - email access is not available in camp or locally